In this paper, an EMD de-noising algorithm is proposed based on the statistical feature of random noise, which can eliminate the noise impaction digital integrator generated by the collected railway line state detection signals using strap-down inertial technology. Firstly, the first IMF component of the noise-dominant modes treated by the process "random sort-sum-average-reconstruction", the signal-to-noise ratio is improved while the noise power is weakened in this process. Then the signal-to-noise cut-off can be determined according to the characters of noise autocorrelation function. Finally, the global threshold could be selected by the noise-dominant mode component, so as to realize the function of filtering. The simulation and validation based on the collected railway line acceleration data using the EMD de-noising algorithm show that the noise in railway line state acceleration detection signals can be effectively eliminated using this method.
Introduction
In the use of Strap-down Inertial Navigation System [1] to detection track state, the collected acceleration signal should be have integrals two times to get the movement of the vector. The acceleration signal from the inertial measurement unit on the scene contains a certain amount of noise which is easy to cause the integrator saturation, so the acceleration signal effect of the reduction noise infects the accuracy of track long wave irregularity detection.
Hilbert-Huang Transform
Hilbert Huang transform [2] [3] is a signal processing method proposed by Dr. Hung of the America NASA. it has obvious advantages in dealing with nonlinear and non-stationary signal. HHT mainly contains the following two parts: Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert transform, the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is core of the HHT. According to the fluctuation of real size step by step signal in the signal decomposition (for signal smoothing processing), EMD get a series of different characteristics of the scale of IMF (Intrinsic Mode Function, the intrinsic mode function). The IMF should meet the following two conditions: 1) the IMF, an number of extreme points and zero points should be equal or the maximum difference of 1; 2) signal locally symmetric on the time axis. the any point of signal, the mean of the envelope curve point determined by the signal local maxima and the envelope point determination and local minimum value is 0.
The EMD Denoising Algorithm Based on the Statistical Characteristic of Noise

Characteristics of the Random Noise Statistic
For discrete signal which length is N, the power is calculated as:
If the original signal amplitude of each element was kept invariant, its position will be ordering up. According to the type 1, signal through random sort, its power remains unchanged. The first random noise of IMF component by EMD decomposition can still keep the random properties of approximation. However, power is obtained the first IMF component random sort the number which is after "random sort of cumulative average reconstruction" is inversely proportional, namely power decreases with the increase of random sort. as shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, the noise energy can be reduced through the signal with noise is decomposed imfi "EMD of random scheduling and cumulative average".
The Statistical Properties of the Random Noise from the Autocorrelation Function
The random signal of the autocorrelation function is defined as:
Here the use of normalized autocorrelation function to represent the the correlation degree of random signal in different time values. That is:
In the formula, 1 2
Although the normalized autocorrelation function of the random noise and signal get maximum value at zero, but the point of the time difference outside zero have following difference:
The random noise from the autocorrelation function have the maximum value at zero point. at the other point, the autocorrelation function decays rapidly decrease small on the contrary. but the general signal autocorrelation function does not have such a characteristic. According to the difference of random noise and general signal autocorrelation function can accurately judge the signal-to-noise cutoff point between the dominant mode of K.
Denoising Algorithm of Constructing EMD
According to the two points of the statistical characteristics to random noise the above, the construction of a new denoising method-EMD denoising method based on the noise statistical characteristics [4] - [6] , the specific steps are as follows in Figure 1. 1) After the signal with noise is decomposed by EMD, the N of intrinsic mode components in IMF were got. the decomposed the last trend component is recorded as the first N IMF.
, , σ is the standard deviation. 9) Obtain the signal after denoising, get the obtained and reconstructed.
Simulation Analysis
Signal denoising by using the statistical characteristic of noise in EMD based de-noising method respectively, which is obtained by the superposition of signal after Gauss white noise after the EMD decomposition, take the first IMF component is "random scheduling and cumulative average" R times, then with the other IMF component reconstruction, continue to repeat S times (), the noise power is weakened, improved SNR signal were got, as shown in Figure 2 .
On the EMD decomposition of IMF, calculation of the various components of the autocorrelation function x corr (imf), in ties, the signal-to-noise cutoff point can be determined. Therefore the global threshold selection method for denoising is obtained, after reconstruction, the signal after denoising was got, as shown in Figure 4. 
Experimental Verification
In the experiment to test the car loaded with inertial measurement unit through a simulation of line section, collecting sensitive acceleration signal to trolley moving along X, Y, Z axis. First of all, using the method of mean filter DC quantity contained in the micro accelerometer signal. Using EMD de-noising method based on the statistical characteristic of noise, the acceleration signal is on denoising processing after eliminating direct flow. And the waveform and frequency spectrum of signals before and after respectively were got as shown in Figures 5-7 . Above, denoising method based on noise statistical characteristics can remove random noise effectively from the acceleration signal. 
Conclusion
This article is on the correlation function of studying the statistical properties of random noise. EMD filtering method is proposed based on the statistical characteristics. Using this method the acceleration signal exported an inertial measurement unit to deal with denoising. The acceleration signal denoised is integral operated. Through the attitude matrix the motion of the information is converted from the carrier coordinates system to the geographic coordinate system. The car trajectory can be got [7] [8] . Experiments show: EMD filtering method based on the statistical characteristics of the noise can remove the noise signal effectively. The requirements of detection accuracy can be met better.
